Accuracy Evaluation Trial of Mixed Reality-Guided Spinal Puncture Technology
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Purpose: To evaluate the accuracy of mixed reality (MR)-guided visualization technology for spinal puncture (MRsp).

Methods: MRsp involved the following three steps: 1. Lumbar spine computed tomography (CT) data were obtained to reconstruct virtual 3D images, which were imported into a HoloLens (2nd gen). 2. The patented MR system quickly recognized the spatial orientation and superimposed the virtual image over the real spine in the HoloLens. 3. The operator performed the spinal puncture with structural information provided by the virtual image. A posture fixation cushion was used to keep the subjects’ lateral decubitus position consistent. 12 subjects were recruited to verify the setup error and the registration error. The setup error was calculated using the first two CT scans and measuring the displacement of two location markers. The projection points of the upper edge of the L3 spinous process (L3↑), the lower edge of the L3 spinous process (L3↓), and the lower edge of the L4 spinous process (L4↓) in the virtual image were positioned and marked on the skin as the registration markers. A third CT scan was performed to determine the registration error by measuring the displacement between the three registration markers and the corresponding real spinous process edges.

Results: The setup errors in the position of the cranial location marker between CT scans along the left-right (LR), anterior-posterior (AP), and superior-inferior (SI) axes of the CT bed measured 0.09 ± 0.06 cm, 0.30 ± 0.28 cm, and 0.22 ± 0.12 cm, respectively, while those of the position of the caudal location marker measured 0.08 ± 0.06 cm, 0.29 ± 0.18 cm, and 0.18 ± 0.10 cm, respectively. The registration errors between the three registration markers and the subject’s real L3↑, L3↓, and L4↓ were 0.11 ± 0.09 cm, 0.15 ± 0.13 cm, and 0.13 ± 0.10 cm, respectively, in the SI direction.

Conclusion: This MR-guided visualization technology for spinal puncture can accurately and quickly superimpose the reconstructed 3D CT images over a real human spine.
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Introduction

With the increasing adoption of enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) protocols, spinal anesthesia plays an important role in reducing patients’ cardiovascular complications, improving postoperative analgesia, and accelerating the process of postoperative rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{1-10} Conventional spinal puncture, which is a “blind technique”, is performed by manual palpation using Tuffier’s line (the horizontal line connecting the superior iliac crests) as a surface landmark.\textsuperscript{11,12} However, in elderly patients with degenerative spondylolisthesis, the difficulty of puncture is greatly increased, which reduces the success rate of puncture and increases the risk of related complications such as nerve injury. Recently, visualization techniques, such as X-ray-guided and ultrasound-guided spinal puncture techniques, have been developed in clinical anesthesia. However, both X-ray- and ultrasound-guided spinal puncture techniques have certain limitations that restrict their widespread use.\textsuperscript{13,14} X-ray-guided spinal puncture is...
generally used only for patients in the prone position, while spinal anesthesia puncture requires the patient to be in the lateral decubitus or sitting position. Ultrasound-guided spinal puncture with a handheld ultrasound probe is inconvenient for spinal puncture in clinical practice. Hence, it is very important to find a visualization technology to meet the need for spinal puncture guidance.

With the development of artificial intelligence technology, mixed reality (MR) has gradually been adopted as a new visualization technology in many medical fields, including clinical diagnosis, medical education, and intraoperative navigation. MR is a blend of the physical and digital worlds, unlocking natural and intuitive 3D interactions among humans, computers, and the environment, presenting both the real world and the virtual world in one display. The patient’s preoperative CT images are converted into a virtual 3D image. When the user wears the MR headset, the virtual image is presented at a 1:1 scale on the actual anatomical location of the corresponding body structures. Thus, the MR system provides the operator with the equivalent of a fluoroscopic view during the procedure. The operator can proceed with the spinal puncture with both hands-free, and the patient can maintain the standard lateral decubitus position for spinal puncture. If MR technology can guide spinal puncture, this application will be of great significance for improving the success rate and accuracy of puncture. To date, however, the use of MR in guiding spinal punctures in humans has not been reported.

This study aimed to evaluate the accuracy of MR-guided spinal puncture (MRsp), an MR-guided visualization technology for spinal puncture. MRsp consists of three parts: virtual 3D image reconstruction, automatic adaptation of the virtual image over the real spine and spinal puncture with structural information provided by the virtual image. To evaluate the accuracy of MRsp, this study mainly focused on the consistency of the patient’s lateral decubitus position at different times and the accuracy of the matching between the virtual image in MR and the real lumbar spine. The setup error and the registration error were measured.

Materials and Methods
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Huadong Hospital affiliated with Fudan University (protocol code: 2023K015), and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects participating in the study. The study was registered before subject enrollment at chichtr.org.cn (ChiCTR2300068525; Principal investigator: Dr. Weidong Gu; https://www.chictr.org.cn/showproj.aspx?proj=190253; Date of registration: February 2023).

MR Hardware
The 2nd gen HoloLens (Figure 1), a head-mounted MR display developed by Microsoft, was used in this study. In cooperation with Suzhou Reacool Medical Technology Co., Ltd., the self-designed Reacool medical MR (MMR) system was used to obtain the lumbar CT images of subjects. Then, the data were transformed into virtual 3D images of the lumbar spine (details in CT Scanning and CT Simulation). The virtual 3D images were uploaded into the HoloLens using 3D diffraction display technology, and images of the virtual objects were projected into the eyes at a specific angle and wavelength through two transparent light-guide lenses on the device, thus blending virtual images with light from the real environment to produce a full range of images.

Design of the In-House MRsp Technology
CT Scanning and CT Simulation
While remaining in the lateral decubitus position with the arms wrapped around the knees, each subject underwent CT on a Siemens Somatom Definition AS R CT scanner (Siemens Somatom Sensation, Munich, Germany) with a pitch of 1.5, a slice thickness of 1 mm and a flat table for consistency. CT images of the lumbar spine in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format were transformed into holographic lumbar spine images by the patented Reacool MMR system through four steps: stitching, stripping, surface reduction, and synthesis. The virtual 3D images were displayed and stored in the MMR system and viewed using the HoloLens.

In-House Positioning and Immobilization Technique for Consistency
Inconsistency in the patient’s position between the CT scan and the spinal puncture may lead to dislocation between the virtual image and the real lumbar spine, which may reduce the success rate of MRsp. Thus, a posture fixation cushion,
modified from traditional body vacuum cushions for radiotherapy (Civco Medical Solutions; Kalona, Indiana, USA), was optimized for immobilizing the patient in the lateral decubitus position (Figure 2). Filled with polyvinyl chloride particles (\( \text{C}_2\text{H}_3\text{Cl} \) \( n \) \( \approx 4 \) mm), it becomes rigid when a vacuum is applied and helps the patient maintain a fundamentally consistent posture across multiple CT scans. Parts I, II, and III of the cushions, as marked in Figure 2, were used to immobilize the subject’s scapulae, buttocks, and iliac waist, respectively, so that the subject was fixed in a lateral decubitus position with the arms wrapped around the knees (a standard position for spinal puncture). Six fixation belts (A, B, C, D, E, and F) were connected with the paired belts (A’, B’, C’, D’, E’, and F’) by tear-off buckles, and the lengths of all the paired belts were recorded and marked when the subject was placed in the lateral decubitus position for the first CT scan. The lengths were kept the same for the second scan to keep the subject in the same position.

**Figure 1** HoloLens (2nd gen) hardware, Microsoft Corp., 2019.

**Figure 2** In-house modified vacuum cushion for fixation in the lateral decubitus position.
MR-Based Virtual 3D Models Automatically Adapted to Subjects’ Spinal Anatomy

The operator wore the HoloLens when performing the spinal puncture. The MR glasses quickly (in approximately one second) recognized the spatial orientation and automatically superimposed the virtual image over the real lumbar spine by scanning a quick response code (QR code) (a in Figure 3) attached to the dorsal skin of the subject through eye-tracking technology. Two position markers, the beacons made from isotactic polypropylene (b/c in Figure 3), attached to the skin of the lumbar spine, served as location and reference markers for accurately matching the virtual image to the real lumbar spine. The operator manually fine-tuned the spatial positions of the virtual beacons (b’/c’ in Figure 3) in four directions (yellow arrows in Figure 3) until they completely overlapped with the real beacons. This calibration ensured an accurate match between the virtual image and the real lumbar spine by adding a manual adjustment step to the automatic alignment step. With the image of the virtual spine overlaying the real body, the operator could proceed with the spinal puncture. This is the main procedure of MRsp.

Methods and Workflow for Evaluation of the Setup Error and Registration Error of MRsp Technology

To verify the accuracy of MRsp, the displacement between the virtual spine image and the real spine was measured to determine whether it was within the acceptable range. Methods for evaluating the setup error and registration error of MRsp technology were designed. The workflow is shown in Figure 4.

12 volunteers with an average age of 19.5 years old (range, 18–24; standard deviation, 1.9) were enrolled in this trial from February 2023 to March 2023 (① in Figure 4). Those with a history of lumbar trauma, surgery, or malformation were excluded, and those who dropped out of the study were eliminated from the analysis.

The total procedure required three lumbar spine CT scans to be performed for each subject. The subjects were immobilized in the lateral decubitus position with a modified vacuum fixation cushion, and the lengths of the six fixation belts were recorded during the first CT scan (② and ③ in Figure 4). After standing up and leaving the CT bed for approximately 5–10 minutes (④ in Figure 4), the subject was refixed in the same position according to the recorded lengths of the belts and underwent the second CT scan (② and ③ in Figure 4). A commercial image registration and evaluation system with submillimeter system error (Eclipse® V13.5 software; Varian, USA) was used to calculate the displacement of the location markers (the beacons; Figure 3 left, b and c) between the two CT scans to evaluate the setup errors at the two positions in three dimensions, ie, in the left-right (LR), anterior-posterior (AP), and superior-inferior (SI) directions according to the direction of CT bed movement (⑤ in Figure 4).

The virtual 3D image was automatically adapted to the subject’s real back by using MRsp technology (⑥ in Figure 4). Three registration markers (red spots, Figure 5 right) were placed on the subject’s lumbodorsal skin according to the projection points of the upper edge of the L3 spinous process (L3↑), the lower edge of the L3 spinous process (L3↓), and the lower edge of the L4 spinous process (L4↓) in the virtual image (red spots, Figure 5 left) (⑦ in Figure 4). A third CT scan was performed (⑧ in...
Figure 4 Accuracy trial workflow for MRsp.

Figure 5 Method of projecting the virtual image over the real spine. L3↑: Upper edge of the L3 spinous process. L3↓: Lower edge of the L3 spinous process. L4↓: Lower edge of the L4 spinous process.

Figure 4). By measuring the displacement between the three registration markers and the corresponding real spinous process edges in the third CT scan, the registration error was calculated (⑨ in Figure 4).

Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using the statistical software package SPSS (version 24.0; IBM, Chicago, IL, USA). Continuous variables were tested for normality with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Normally distributed variables are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation, and nonnormally distributed variables are expressed as the median [interquartile range].
Results

The setup and registration errors in this study are listed in Table 1. The three-dimensional setup error was the smallest of the two error types (at < 3 mm). However, the registration error was less than 4 mm and still within the clinically acceptable range. The setup error in the LR direction of the CT bed was minimized by using the modified posture fixation cushion.

The setup error was calculated according to the 3D CT images shown in Figure 6. The purple circle represented the position of the cranial position marker (b in Figure 3) during the first CT scan, while the white circle represented the position of the same beacon during the second CT scan. The precise overlap of the two circles in three dimensions indicated that there was little setup error between the two positions. The caudal position marker’s displacement in three dimensions was measured in the same way.

The registration error was measured as shown in Figure 7. The purple circle represented the real L3↑, while the white circle is the registration marker on the skin corresponding to the virtual image of L3↑. The displacement measurements between the two points in the AP and SI directions of the bed were considered the registration error between the virtual image and the real spine. The L3↓ and L4↓ registration errors were measured in the same way.

Discussion

Traditional techniques, such as X-ray and ultrasound, have been investigated for the visual guidance of spinal puncture. Tanaka et al19 found that the accuracy of puncture point location by X-ray guidance (67%) was better than that of the traditional anatomic localization approach (29–59%). However, the X-ray-guided spinal puncture technique is generally used only for patients in the prone position, while spinal anesthesia puncture requires the patient to be in the lateral decubitus or sitting position. The operator must wear heavy radioprotective clothing, which is not feasible for performing clinical spinal anesthesia.

Li et al20 found that ultrasound examination before puncture could facilitate spinal anesthesia in the lateral position in obese parturients by improving the first-attempt success rate, reducing the number of needle passes and puncture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cm</th>
<th>Set-Up Error</th>
<th>Registration Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cranial Marker</td>
<td>Caudal Marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-axis</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-axis</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.28</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z-axis</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The x-axis corresponds to the left-right (LR) direction of the CT bed. The y-axis corresponds to the anterior-posterior (AP) direction of the CT bed. The z-axis corresponds to the superior-inferior (SI) direction of the CT bed.

Abbreviation: N/A, not available.
attempts, shortening the total procedure time, and improving patient satisfaction. However, ultrasound-guided spinal puncture with a handheld ultrasound probe is inconvenient in clinical practice. Moreover, the poor visualization of peri vertebral structures by ultrasound limits the widespread use of this technique.

In recent years, with the development of science and technology and the progress of medicine, MR technology has been gradually applied in several medical fields, such as diagnosis, surgery, rehabilitation treatment, education, and training. Freschi et al found that MR could improve ultrasound probe manipulation training, with a success rate for visualizing the target structure of 78% in the hybrid group versus 45% in the physical group ($P=0.04$). Wang et al presented an augmented reality navigation system for dental surgery based on a 3D image overlay. They found that the mean overall error of the 3D image overlay was 0.71 mm, which met clinical needs. Recently, Sargsyan et al developed an augmented reality application to enhance training in the lumbar puncture procedure on a specially designed manikin of the lower back of the human body. There were some differences between our study and theirs. First, for research objectives, Sargsyan et al used the manikin for study, while our research objective was the real human spine. The structure of the human spine is more complex and changeable than that of a model, and the superimposition between the virtual image and the real spine will be more difficult. In the present study, the modified posture fixation cushion was used to keep the subjects in the same position for multiple scans, and the setup error was measured. After the virtual 3D image was automatically adapted to the real spine, the registration error was also measured. Only when the setup error and registration error are within a relatively acceptable range can MRsp technology be well applied to clinical patients for lumbar puncture. This was the first time MR technology was applied in the field of spinal puncture for humans. Another difference between the studies was the headset used. Sargsyan used the Meta 2 Headset by Metavision, while HoloLens 2 by Microsoft was used in the present study. The Meta 2 headset has some advantages, such as price and a larger field of view (FOV) of 90°. However, as an augmented reality device, it requires a connection to a high-performance computer for its operation, which makes it heavier and less comfortable for the wearer. The HoloLens is wireless and can be used independently without the need for an external connection. It is convenient and more comfortable for users. Although the FOV of the HoloLens is 30°, it was large enough for our study.

Position consistency guarantees perfect adaptation between the virtual image and the real body. The results indicated that the average setup error in the AP direction of the CT bed was approximately 0.3 cm. The setup errors in the LR and SI directions of the CT bed were smaller, with average values of approximately 0.1 cm and 0.2 cm, respectively. Other studies reported similar setup errors in the field of radiotherapy. Hui et al measured the three-dimensional patient setup errors at different treatment sites by tomotherapy megavoltage CT and found that the average setup errors for spine sites were 4.3 mm in the lateral direction, 4.5 mm in the craniocaudal direction, and 4.1 mm in the vertical direction. Sasaki et al set 2 mm as the criterion when studying the dosimetric impact of translational and rotational setup errors for spine stereotactic body radiotherapy. The setup error in the present study showed acceptable consistency in the LR and SI directions of the bed between the two CT scans. Considering that the subject was in the lateral decubitus position when
undergoing the CT scans, the AP direction of the CT bed equaled the craniocaudal axis of the subject. This displacement can be adjusted by manually fine-tuning the virtual markers to match the real ones.

Currently, there are no universal standards for MR registration errors. Several studies have focused on the registration error of MR between virtual images and reality. Uhl et al evaluated the positional error of an MR-assisted technique for puncture of the common femoral artery in a phantom model and found a median axial positional error of 1.0 mm and a median sagittal positional error of 1.1 mm. McJunkin et al demonstrated that an MR headset can be used to display interactive 3D anatomic structures of the temporal bone that can be overlaid on physical models, and the average target registration error of their system was 5.76 mm. Gibby et al used MR technology to guide the insertion of a percutaneous pedicle screw in a lumbar spine silicone model and found that the average registration error between the virtual image and the model was 0.25 cm. The model, with the shape of a regular hexagonal column, more easily completed the virtual-real overlap. However, the real human spine is a very complicated structure. The superimposition is more difficult than that of the regular model. In the present study, the research subjects were humans. The average registration error in the SI direction of the CT bed was only approximately 0.1 cm, which meant that the registration error along the craniocaudal axis of the human body was very small. In the AP direction of the CT bed, the average error was larger, approximately 0.3 cm. Considering that displacements of the human body in the AP direction do not affect the location of spinal puncture, the registration error in the LR direction of the CT bed was not calculated.

The average width and height of the L3-L4 interverbal space in Chinese people are 1.31 cm and 1.12 cm, respectively. Therefore, the registration error in this study was relatively small, approximately one-fourth the width of the interlaminar space and one-tenth the height of the interlaminar space, which lays the foundation for the future application of MRsp. With the improvement of MR technology, further randomized controlled studies will be carried out to study the success rate and incidence of complications of MRsp.

The real spine is individual and irregular, and complex structures such as the spinous process, transverse process, and articular process increase the difficulty of superimposing the virtual image on the real spine, which requires considerable time. Hence, a QR code was placed on the surface of the back skin. The code has the advantages of fast automatic processing, large information capacity, high reliability, easy recognition by HoloLens, and low cost. The relative position between the QR code and the spine was constant both on the real body and the virtual image. As long as the virtual QR code was successfully superimposed on the real QR code, the spine could also be quickly and successfully combined. In this study, the HoloLens scanned, identified, and calculated the spatial position of the QR code to match the virtual image with the real lumbar spine in approximately one second. This fast recognition method helped to shorten the preparation time. The detailed steps are as follows:

(a) The feature points of the QR code in the virtual image were determined in advance to be matched with the real QR code.
(b) On the HoloLens, real-time images were obtained by the camera on the headset.
(c) Analysis of the obtained real-time scene was conducted. The ORB (oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF) algorithm was used to find the corresponding feature points in the scene. The fast library for approximate nearest points (FLANN) algorithm was used to match the virtual QR code feature points with the real QR code.
(d) Once the virtual QR code was superimposed on the real QR code, the virtual spine was also quickly superimposed on the real spine. Finally, the spatial positions of the virtual beacons were adjusted in four directions until they completely overlapped with the real beacons.

This study had several limitations. First, as each subject needed to undergo three CT scans to evaluate the setup error and the registration error in this preclinical study, it was difficult to recruit volunteers, and the sample size was only 12. However, since we have already verified that the setup error and the registration error were within the acceptable range, patients recruited for future clinical studies of MRsp will only need to undergo one CT scan preoperatively, lowering the radiation exposure significantly. Second, considering that young people have relatively few lumbar osteophytes, it was easy to find the upper and lower edges of the lumbar spinous process on CT images. We recruited young volunteers to conduct this preliminary study on the accuracy of bone image registration. Elderly patients with spinal deformities will
be more challenging and have more clinical significance. Currently, we are conducting a further randomized controlled study to compare the success rate of MRsp versus landmark-guided spinal puncture in elderly patients aged 65 or older. Third, in this preclinical study, the setup error and the registration error of MRsp were measured in the lateral decubitus position since spinal anesthesia is usually performed in the lateral decubitus position in China. Whether MRsp technology is also suitable for spinal anesthesia performed in the sitting position needs further evaluation.

**Conclusions**

We developed MR-guided visualization technology for spinal puncture procedures and measured the setup and registration errors, which were found to be within the clinically acceptable range. The MRsp technology can accurately and quickly superimpose the reconstructed 3D CT images over a real human spine. To our knowledge, this is the first time MR technology has been applied in the field of spinal puncture in humans. Further randomized controlled studies should be designed in elderly patients to verify whether MRsp could improve the success rate of spinal puncture compared to conventional landmark-guided techniques.
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